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MEMORANDUM

TO: Members of Seminar 15.965

FROM: Professor Carroll Wilson

DATE: January:4, 1973

RE: Meetings on Monday, January 8, 9:30 - 3:30; Tuesday, January 9,
2:30 - 8:30; and Wednesday, January 10, 9:30 - 12:30 in Room 365.

You have already received a notice that Professor George Lodge will be with
us Wednesday morning and a copy of his paper has been sent to you.

After considering various scenarios for Monday and Tuesday, I decided on the
Following:

Monday - We will examine the energy outlook because energy
conservation may become the first real resource pinch. It
is useful as an example of how quality of life may be sustained
or improved with marked reduction in non-renewable resource use.

Many questions arise concerning the factors which might
induce such changes in advance of a catastrophé of some kind.
Snclosed is a draft of a public statement (an editorial) I've
written recently which identifies some of the issues.

Tuesday —- I propose that we consider options for the second
semester and try to develop a general plan. We meet at 2:30
and continue through dinner.

Wednesday —- George Lodge will be with us from 9:30 to 11:00 or
11:30 and will leave plenty for us to discuss until adjournment
about 12:30.

CLW/NCL
Enclosure: Draft Editorial





G.C. lade
December 1071

HAT .FIviAl, LECTURE

Pusingss and Ideology=AMP62

custem of final lectures seems a peculiar one. I am quite sure that

ny sow you have comfortabiy recovered from our 12 sessions together: and back
AS

in the reassuring arms of your wife ~ or other loved one - you have littie

stomach for more cf this idevlogy business.

There is however, something to be said for giving the teacher the last

word. Weaving home from my umpteenth Can dinner the other night I wos ruminating

on the forces of revisicnism in your midst to which you may have been tempted

zo succumb. It occured to me that the dogmas which I hdd Faken such pains to

plant among you might have came uprooted or at least be wilting from thirse.

It is, therefore, with gusto that I undertake one last fling before vou ars

finally released.

Some of the Firopeans in the class have made the peint that Arerica

isn't as badly off as some Americans seem to make out. There is truth here.
- x

. - EY 1 ;

We are reminded of lMoliere's physician speaking to his patient: "What I

wznt is important diseases, seed long fevers with delirium, fine high fevers$ i&gt; a be A 3 =

B »- x, .

with purple eruptions, good old plagres, nice, well formed dropsies, splendid
¥

i \

pleurasies with inflamation of the lungs. 1hat's uhat I like, that’s where T
. N,

triumph, And I should be deligihzed, siv, if vou had all the diseases I nave
v &lt; x an .

just named, and if vou were given up by 211 the doctors in desperstion, in

your  gpeny, just so I could show you the excellence of my cures, dad my

sarnect desire to vender vou service.” So sneaks the pedantic purist; the
: * : a,

door saver. who hopes fey disaster ss tuat his prediction may bo fulfilled

"
[

and his prescviption glovifind., When Moliere's unfortunate patient is



recovering his nealth by following an unorthodox treatment not prescribed

oy nis physician, the outraged doctor cries out: "Sir, it would ise tetter to

die according to tue rules than to live in contradiction to the Faoulty of

‘edicine.”

There i3 merit and wisdom in the admonition of cur European friends and

in the lesson of Moliere. There are these on the right and on the left whose

preoccupation with crisis and revolution has constricted their view so that

toey are willingocunabletorecognizewhatisreallylisppening.Theytry
to fit events into a preconceived mold and declare that if events do not fit

the mold, they have not hapnened. Europeans have had more experience with

revolutien, ideology ad utopia than we have. They know-the pain and delusion

which are so apt to accompany reformation: Napoleon, Stalin, Hitler. They know

huis SRE of whe Soak lt, . Says , Vly way and ao other. “ So Luropeans ad-

vise us: "Be careful . You are indeedon the leading.edg:.of.a.gigantic trans-
. i.

formationinWesterncivilization,atransformationvhish.hag.been.longinits

building and which is calling into question .ideas.andassumptions.which.yere
som in the 16th centurywhen the West began its passage out of xedievalisau.

ut be realistic. It may be happening. The openness ¢f your system, the

plasticity of your institutions, the breadth of your political participation

these are unique. You are changing faster than vou know, fn your own sloppy

American way." Jean-Francois Revel put it succintly: "The revelution of ‘the
. a . .

20tis century will tale place in tue United States. It is only there that it

can happen. It has already berun. Yhether or not that revolution soreads to

the rest of the world depends on whether or not it succeeds first ian america.”

Witneut sary or Jesus: The New American Revolution Has Begun, 1970 fLoubledar,



Althoucli Revel contends that, only in America can the revolutionary models&lt; ro

of the future be formed, I find that hard to accept. I cennot believe, for

example, that in Japan and narticularly in China there are not new models taking

ghape. My guess would be that the transformaticnal models of the West may well

be designed here and those of the East in China. That they will tend to tollow

converging ideological lines also seems probable, so that eventually there will

be the basis for the sort of world order which we know is ultimately necessary

if we are to survive on this shrinking earth encased in its fragile biosphere.

Revel may be right, however, that America may prove capzble of being the crucible

for syntheses.

It is fascinating to speculate how the revolutionary process in America
I aa ES

will werk. It is perhaps more important tec chzerve how in fact it ds morling.
 a an Te ca Swe Bo ape LO: rE

Realism requives that we do this rather than adopt the csirich's pesture ia the

sand or that of King Canute resolute against the inévitable tide. Management

is kuowing what you_can_affectandwhatyoucannot,perfectingtheformer,

adapting to the latter.
Ravel asserts that five conditions must be present for the revelution to becones wok VEpresentULReSENATEETT

realized:
realize

“1. There must be a critique of the injustices existing in economic,

social and racial relationships.

"2. There must be a critique of management, directed against the waste of

material and human rescurces. This is related to the preceding critique, since

it demonstrates that injustice results in inefficiency, and thus ia counter-

productivity and in the ruin cf a natica’s resources. It also calls into question

the orientation of technological progress. toward goals that are either useless or

harmful to man.



ht Lem . . so i] \ or

3. "here must be acritigueof political pover, directed against its

source and principles as well as against its exercise, the conditions in which it
anny eae420 = i orEAST TON WIE AB IY RA EAE Se

is exercised, distributed, or menopolized, the location of decision-making powers,

the relationship between the consewuences of these decisions for the people, and

the difficulty (or the irpcssibility) for the people of participating in these

Jecisions.

poe
—
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“4. There must be a critique of culture: of morality, religion, accepted

beliefs, customs, philosophy, literature, art; of the ideological attitudes

which underlie these things; of the function of culture and of intellectuals im

society; and of the distribution, of that culture....

“5. There must be.a critique....aimed at the relationsbetweensociety apd
. rn em——————

the individual. In it, the {individual ds considered as a sensitive and original
oo ee | EN * —

being, rather than as-a citizen, and society ds regarded as a means either of
 ET

developing or distorting the proper worth of each individual." (pp. 11 and 12)

Revel argues that in every revolution worthy of the name these fire

conditions were present and that they are present today in America. What makes

America unigue is that the revolution is taking place without the classical,
werner TR | |

“conquer or die" armed insurrection which teppled the Hapsburgs, the Russian

tsars and their ilk, but through the actien and inter-action of thousands, indeed

perhaps hundreds of thousands of tndtvidual and group activities, a subtle

mixture of violence, legality , 11legality, testing and stretching on NUMETCUSs

fronts by numerous coaliticns coring and going.

Me mentions in particular Joan Baez, Plavboy, Chicano leader Cesar Chavez,

Women's Liberation, Gay Liberation, the Black Panthers, Earth Day, Macbird, (the

Broadway play in which LBJ is accused of having had John F. Kennedy assassinated).

SUS, Weathermen, hippies and yippies, Peter Fonda as Lasy Rider, Jesus Freaks,

Budhist movements, the Peace movement, Black Pecwer, Red Power, Brown Power, Sex

Power, Student Power. (Chapter 16) He could have added mcre, a vast, outragecus,

spiritual upwelling reminding us that once again, in the rurase of Walt Whitwan,

waaviea 1¢ shoutine her barbaric vawp over the rooftops,oftheworld.



The final paragraph of Revel's book ie worth quoting: “Today in Amarica - the

citild of Eurcspean imperialism - a new revolution is rising. it is the

revoiution of cur time, It is the only revclution that involves radical, moral,

and practical opposition to the spirit of nationalism, it is the only ravolution

that, to thal opposition, joins guliure, economic and technological powar, and a

total affirmation of liberty for all in place of archaic prohibitions. It

therefore offers the only pessible escape for mankind radu: the acceptance of

technological civilization as a means and not as an end, znd - since we cannot be

saved either by the destructicn of the civilization or by its continuation ~- the
rs oni RRRE Car ermine Raa chen

development of the ability to reshape that civilization without sonihilating
 a SEES comeing iin PIGS NE sypath Rt BH Amon min

it." Se

You and Iare preoccupied with the management of corporate organizations in

the midst of this change: you are also men of power and influence in the communit;

with the capability of leadership. We are quite obviously inclined toward the

status quo; it has served us well. We, therefore, naturally tend to resist

thange when it threatens the system which brought us te power and which sustains

as there. This does not mean of course that we do not acknowledge the necd for

change we clenn air and water, an end to poverty and racism, urban renncvaticn

and the like - but when change threatens the structure of our institutions ’

government, business or whatever, them.it becomes alarming . It was obviously

this structural threat which so exercised Mr. Roche about Ralph Nader and Campaign

GM; it is the structural issue of property that is at stske ir the zase of Con

td; and the question of the structure, autherity and cepacity of government which

dominated cur discussion of mass transit. Note that in each of these

instances, it is wrong to ignore the facts about structural change. Roche

should have been alarmed not so much by the threat of change as by the fact that

 Nydrmoy
FRE- AW
a

{t had already occured and was merely dramatized by Campaign GM. Now that it

tg quite clear that GM is not property in suny real cense, that iL has no owners,



it has the problem of golrg beyond the legal fictions which support its re-

lationship to the community to find a more solid foundation. Simdlarly, the

political contex{ that once adequately cradled Con Ed has deteriorated; the

old cradle is unable tc address tha issues upon which Con Ed's future depends;

the company needs a Tniew cradle or ~ like baby - it will fall. Slowly - perhaps

too slowly —- the new cradle is being built. Westinghouse assuned the existence

of a structure what was not there. It is coming but when it does, it is

doubt ful ¢hat the Skybus will fit it.
a EOL SEE TATSTATOMBBeVn=

Agrructural change! is occuring, change rooted in fundamentally different
Norm SS RT of nA BO BREE IE AREAL ss pn ATS 1 TET sie EEREFnARe gees AADIT ShS

PERNT AT AR ERT Sa

ideological assunptions than before. In =zome instances business itself is
 AEE lhMK FAIA i I FRISTITITANFoestn NT MSR OGTR RAR SRE Ar WE SH 4
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spurring it. Here the question arises as to whether business is fully aware

of what it is doing, ready for the shock of its own actions. :
} . ’ } . icc Rg

I was talking the other day, for example, te one of our doctoral students

who spent the summer studying a dog food factory in Topeka, Kansas, which is
. WR EEG Re aNET 1 og EAST BIN so

part of a large national food company. The internal structure of this factory

was radically different from other plants of the company or of American industyy

penerally. It was an experiment to determine whether a participatory systonaS TIN CENa(RtAe iin tie + A TR pul tel Wg en ! :

could be devised wherein workers would fesl a greater sense of identity, and
 geTRA HAE RR#0" Tara TRIE TRS WATER Arey Cs Ione oo araHEaERAESdeA :

motivation than before (following revel's condition No. 5). Tr was based oa a
BL BE 0S eb OAC EA TRATERSPST

very non-Lockean notion of individualism, At this point the experiment has worked
ia wa hainiitacnd Rha LE

well: a wigh degree of motivaticn, and an impressive record of productivity. A

serious probiem exists, however, 1f this plant does represent a better and more

* * - " e.

ef ficient form of organization, theve is little reason why it should not be extended

throughout the company Lo other plants and even to headouarters. If this were

done, the effects would be radical, profoundly dislocating to current union and
Fn "a J mw vo we HO SH ALACATART2aTIMa}

Lo . 3 : .

management structures. ihe 1Ssue’ CONES to this: Is it manspement's fumction to
&amp; Een Wit ppt dig - aR, Sve tn J gods AY TNE FEET Seay

perpetuate a certain techno-structire (to use Calbraith's descriptive phrase’,
aN Yr aie Se RT ME RVbarirRom,uitoeanGpbnANSE

wo ’ ¢ &gt; . _ . “~ - - ’ x. -

Tor ds At manapexent's function to serve tue best irterests of the communily Wile:
Wl CT MES see sitet aL Se LALre ar ees bk cI Lagan io. siggy oe &amp; em a ene ge ERT Thee TE wn nT mea wes bran

surrounds and depends cn ii ~ shareholders, wo rkers, consumers etc. You will
on rapes an on va pian at nnari Sw mee ST sibs Fd oh est eensAseria ee a i ee SBT . ee | -



probably say the latter, of course. If that is the case,.Isubmit you musi be

prepared for radical, structurel change which will not only errode what have

been called management's prercgatives but may even put any fanagers out of

OTK.

And when I say "prepared" I don't mean dug in behind the barricades ready

to fight. I mean looking at the intreduction of change as a primary order of

work not so much out of any sense of nobility, aithough thisIwould not deny

you, as out of an awareness of the requirements fcr competitive survival.

The natuve of the American system requires that change be varied, many-
 oh MAI WRNSSTEaAARRURCPATT SRE leA alt is hE &lt;

faceted and multiple. OQur's is not a particularly well-ordered society; it

is not blessed with any great homogeneity; it lacks consensus; our governmant

is diffuse and lacking in authority; national planning of~any =ort doa2s not

come &amp;2s5y to us. Revel would sa 1 suppose, that this is our strensrth,» ! : ’ Fu MTN sain mre ne an cari XC

nanifola oveness within which the many engines of change can move with freedom.
STN

It also can become a wezkness, however, if: 7
 SILA Sibi, PR IE TN cL RTE WINERYieeadTR QE {re
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The level of chaos becomss unbearable
Hr A STEERERyrBI ids Sikh EC wip

of law and order, gor if

Cr -1

and repression seis in in the name

2. The engines of change do not WOTK hard encugh or somehow are throttledpen pI THAT£ERTIome SRY STSEANRreRNREietTT Je Sh a or TH

go that change ig stymied, mired in its own chaos. In this event the system

#ill run down, malaise will spread, work stop. ; Let us just say, for emample,

that in order for Ceneral Mctors to survive in the face of werld competitisn, it

must increase its productivity, increase output and decrease costs. Let us say

that poor worker motivation te an increasing cause of lowering productivity.

Then Jet us say that to improve motivation and thus productivity, radical changes

in the nature of the internal structure of the corporation have to be wade in-

volving a change in the role of the unioa, much greater sense of participation of

wekers in the decisions which affect them ~ something like the elsborate cousenses

sakine wachanisms which, for example, the Japanese employ



If you can imagine such a set of assumptions, then i¢ becomes clear that

the effectiveness of General Motors, and, bv extension, the U.S. economy, couid

well depend upon the rapidity with which it can introduce manifoid structersl

rhange.

Now, what of the direction of change. Rewvel's conditions give us a hint

as do, I think, much that we have read and talked about in class.

io &gt;{Firet of all it is necessary to remember that corporations are in thelr
Nowa” FIs. omg ee om

essence political constructs. That is they came into existence and flourished as
BLA BA, CT ERLE Gr Frei aa, ATERRDG

the result of a collection of needs felt by the community largely during the

19th and 20th centuries. They exist at the sufferance of the community and
NsorrehsOAR FRESE oe J ae nn tls

its government. During most of the 19th century the American state gave manimun
 RE SC in TTT —

freedom to corporations because of the need felt by the community to exploir ths

preat natural rescurces of this country. Economic growtii was held to be good

per se, and corporations were given maximum freedom to pursue it as community.

vompetiticn itself was considered a sufficient regulator.

During the last 50 years the restraints have grown. The old ideology gave

way. GCrowth and private enterprise were forced to take a second place in the

face of the exploitation of child labor, the exploitation of individual workers

in general, and the health of the community etc, Politically speaking the nature* Adare titers ea Stiles 1m MRER IR Jr ne pe VOT RRA ae GANSTR DET Se ry

af the charter by which the state allowed the corporaticn to function was
AER A Mga amc TERE ein a © PR de ep a tyta SED Was CVE nl ART ens oz ER LE TNECDEUCSEPTLESLl

changing. All the while the corporaticn, the large ones in particular. fought
AIR RIES ERAGE ae X

to stave off state intereference, save where it was advantageous Lo them as in

subsidies, depletion allowances and the control of certain forms of competition.

The corporations were seeking to maintain the old understandings, the old

relaticnshins, the old structure. The state persisted in responsz te crises,
i

most notably the Creat Depression. In the 1930's we can truly say that a He

radical alteration occured in the poidtical arrangements within which corporations



a AY 5 enged 2 xe &gt; ang 1Gcere allowed to opurate. Between 1939 and 1569, however, those arcahgements

remained remarkebly unchanged. During those 20 vears the attention of the American) &amp;

community was diverted from itself and concentrated ou foveign enemies, real and

mythical, . Hew we are back to where we vere in the thirties, picking up the
He omg HE Re PRR A ATa whee . SEE ESPgh Bs Wa JT FE WY we rer MoseBeremiss ane 0 gre nef Rn te ne

threads of the oid issues. They have a strangely kooseveltian ring. The last
 pT pi os STRAITSITLIaWEFAfFWFpdoRanmiae

E Fd
time we talked seriously about z¥national energy nclicy wes during the birth

Lo al ASS ms Pop wR es

Ia + od —_— . 1: te 7 &lt; 3!
of the TVA znd huge federal power projects in the West. «Lockheed 's problem

SNE we A

veseubles nothing so much as it dees the cases brought before the Reconstruction

~~
Finance Corporation. ¥The Securities and Exchange Commission once again is

FTE = © emg TRAE aRTR wha BN A

considerjug a major overhaul of its control of capital markets. And the President 's

yoeconomic plan has a definite New Deal aura about it.
_nneus FEIT gg vrs

Bai todey there are a variety of new issues forcing the molding of the new
Cr ge a is Seg Eg ee TS TE A
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charter which the community vaguely and hesitantly is mzking for the orazonization
wpe. ta Wa inp 79 perenneopFOEARTETTCIpnpeSABBARITAapy TY ovHARRIESOBESTs aT ES de

FE

of America's system for producing goods and sevvices. These new issues are most
r+ ava mn AY er—— ae WA Sion ada 4h + inary nn BE HEE Tomes mee ak oui. u us . en ol

different in their philosophical ingredients. All of them strike at tne very

~, # “oe
vitals of the old “ideology , at the old idea of individuslism, the oid idea of

i ™ 5
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property rights, the old ides of competition, the old idea of the Jimited, we:
4, Wr 2 Ry

A / 3 AW ’ ~ “ 5%
state, at all the many myths that go with them and at the structures whichA co FI

fx Co
these cld ideas and myths have upheld.

Ihe new issues relate to Revel's five critiques — of justice, of the
a

management of human and material resources, ‘of political power, of culture and

of the relations between individuals and society. But they cut across thom.

Indeod this is one of tha striking features of our time and one of the reasons

that the transformation around us is so confusing: everything is cutting a

dif ferent way tlian before. In brief, the linear has given way to the cyclical,

the straiens line fo the circle. The implications are enormous. The special”

bho exper, do peering tangentially inte a void, his speciality meaningless

vo a . no, "= 3 rt 3 \ 4 Y , 41 3 = LLCs 1 ;naless connnctod to the circle. Linear systems ¢il from the ground,
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distilled into fusl, burned in an engine, converted thercby into noxious fumes.

shich are emitted into the air to form smog - are disrupting the essential

harmony of the citvele. 'We have broken out of the circle of life," says Commoner
SSRreepnTTENT Tm es,BeineSo amg

‘converting its endless cveles into man-made linear events." (The Closing Circle,
yr my ART ©CB £0 FIM OP TY EVEN Xm ey RARE Ce ATT BSH TINT GARE Te eT aes CUNT ZR SO UNADH MEK aed AA HF AAAAA SU 3

p1fred A. Knopf, lew Yovk, 1371) Ve have succumbed to 2 nearly fatal illusion

that through our machines, our technology, our specialization "we have at last

escaped frem dependence on the natural environment." (p. 15)

The philosophical implications of this fact seem to me of the same order of

importance 23 were the discoveries of Newton and Galileo. They are particularly

significant for managers. You will remember Brocks Adans' warning about the

dangers of specialization Yor administrators in 2 time of substantial change.

Miiitehead in 1925 foresaw the problem when he spoke of the eviis of Lockean

individualism and its counterpart, scientific specialization, the first being

“the ignovation of the true relation of each organism to its anvircnment," ard

the secord peing "the habic of ignoring the intrinsic worth of the environment

which must be allowed its weight in any consideration of final ends." He spoke

of “the restyning cf serious thought within a oy "of "a celibacy of the

inteliect which is divorced from the concrete contemplation of the complete

facts....The dangers rioting from....professionalism are great, particularly in

oury democratic society. The directive force of reason is weakened. The leading

intellects lack balance. They see this set of ¢ircumstances, or that set; but

not both sets together....In short, the specialized functions of the community

are performed batter anl.more.p rograssively, bat the seperalt i dirguiton lacks

vision. " (Science andthe ModernWerld, pp. 2&amp;2, 283) The importance of ecology
feet i ime |

iz not only that it has made us aware of the fragility of the biological support

system upen wilch 1ife on earth depends, but that it has dramatised as no body

of knowledge has before that “sverything is connected to everything else.”
Ni.

 hie is Commoner's Tirst law of eenlopy. It deals a body plow to the individvalisci.

oA
r
- rtondstie view of man cspoused by iobbes and Locke and compels us tO concentrate

 “iatAfonsoIbi



sn manas a park of an crganic social systen, a covmunity, a circle of inter-

related facts and elements which are physical and psychcelogical, rational and

irrational, technological and spiritual, and which in truth is global in ——

wlimiced by anv historical national boundaries.

This is a pirilosepnical transformation about which we have no choice. That~ ? Ws caogeige b os

is to say it is happening, it has been happening for a long tire, there is no

roing backward. The revolution has begun. Its ideological implication - that i

to say its impact on the collection of traditional ideas which Lave given

legitimacy and effect to our political and economic systems ~ is enormous.
} pI, pg,

. # . Mae ce
Let m2 list some of thejimplicatiouns: for cur so-called vrivate entewnvice system

Nh nah Sl TT me oo = ena

. try nme mrt ~ } } } }

and suggest some courses of action. We an divide the implications into three

rroad categories, those which are technological, those which are huwaanistlic and
WEA Eo iy — SEL EEE,

Lizose which have to do with nationalism as a system of world governance.
RITE Th !
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First, the technological and here I shall be borrowing from Commoner’s

The Closing Cixcle, (Xmopf, 1971): Nothing exists "apart from the thin dynamic

fabric that envelopes tine planet: its environment, the acosphere.” (65) "Aix

pollution....is a reminder that our most celebrated technological achilzvewrents

the automobile, the jet plane, the power plant, industry in general aid Indeed

the modern city itself - are, in the environment, failures." (83) The pvoblem

is not with growth per se but with the particular technologies which have been

employed to achieve growth especially since 1946. Commoner identified certain

technologies which have grown most sharply since the end of World kar 11. The

oig gainers were such things as non-returnable sods bottles {(53,000%), synthetic

Fibers (5,980%), mercury, aluminum, air counditicaners, nitrogenous fertilizer,

fuel consumption, high powered engines, detergents; lirear technolopiaes, the
FL RS CAC gS ww wv wl

effects or products of which are tangential and disharmonious with natvre's
ORNL, i ane yp — . ih, SP" Wil wenciinign u onme REL ; * SAMEAilSRE .

edrele; the results of scientific effort te pull nature gpart for specialized
aa

surposes without regard for the whole. (143) "The chiet wvaason for the environmentsl



crisis that has enpulfed the United States in racent years." he writes, "is the

sweeping transformation cf productive technolegiles since World Wer II....The

environmental crisis is the inevitsble result of this counter-ecolopgical pattain

of growth.” (177) A steel can rusts and returns to nature; an aluminum can does

not. ‘Lecological survival,' he says, "does not mean the abandonment of
operas. rz” = HRS ica ~. we? ww ey a WT Edd ST ise

technology. Rather it requires that technology be derived from a scientific
RARE epeeSTATI 2 ESTES CR AABU LB RN MS IM XII ~~ wns i gar asa gig FA tmKE

analysis that is appropriate to the natural world on which technology intrudes.’
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Philoscphically we are reminded that the increasing ecclogical failure of

technology derives from traditional scientific methodology - "the view thet

affective understanding of a complex system .can be achieved by investigating

the properties of its isolated parts."

Je czn sce the radical implications of technological di sharmony with nature

for the private enterprise system with its lincar sequence: investrient for profit

jeading to new technology which in turn affords greater productivity, which is

the major source of profit. It is important to note that:

1) It is not profit whicis n profit vhich is the problem; F§ ig 3
wo ge FRE ENRTrfigaJSR=~reeA em NT the ££ a oien ’ P ro f 1 t p 2 T &amp; e 2 5 &gt; a 20 “0 gi +2 1 ly

neutral:
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yrocuctivity;
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3) The vital trade-offisbetwgentheinterests-theprofit~ofihevhole
PRES ren (ATARI TE Rn TT en Te py wy, poi p . Baggy, rg.

vhat 15 society - and the interests of investors; (258,259) and
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4) The cost of retreat and reorganization are enormously exvausive,

particularly since ny of the new high polluting technologies have gveater

profit rates than the older, less pollutiag technologies.

Further, if is peconing clear san the costs cf environmental degradation

save traditionally been born by the couwmunity. This was acceptable 2s loag as

eeomomic growth and resources development was a clear and generally accepted

0d. Wow it is clear tiiat these costs will be introduced as part of the svsten



of production, increasing the costs of production, leaving us with a seemingly

1temal cnoice of consequences: wage reduction, price increases, wulnerability

to competition from those whose costs are lower. The difficulties inherent in

any of these consequences ce obvious, which leads us to tome face to face

sith the enormity of the threat which business faces, the threat of hankrusiey.
 . feria, id

The way out is narrev and obscure. The task is to fiad it as efficiently

and as quickly as possible, minimizing dislocation and waste. Commoner says,

“The real cuestion is to discover what kind of social and economic order is best
2 ATIGRAN=tom4(pgmRA+ CE A Spree

adapted to serve as a partner in the alliance with nature.’ (282) Ii secmz cb-
HDR i,LRARPTEVELmyBROTHp#7e250 ’ te “ gg CURRENT (SEOWSePRY5PRESDM

vious that this task will require a measure of community or collective planning

thiich is inconsistent with our traditional ideas, the development and forced

imposition cf new technclogies such as in the Clean Alr Act amendment of 1970, and

cost importantly the recognition that production of goods and sevvices is merelya

bart cf a total environmental process, necessarily subservient to the good of
che whole. The sroblem is not with profit per se; the conflict 1s between private
pT

&gt;r investor gain and the needs of the community, those needs having undergone

radical transformation. The question is: By what political mechanismarewe

zoing to resolve the conflict and what are the criteria which the mechanism
 eB EY ARBE AR STE TT TIA SE ade TORRm me geen CT eens rr ’ Co

2111 use?
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Here we move to the antique world ofinterest-group sluralism and arcnalc

povernmental structures. Do we rely on the emergence of perceivalble crisis to

srovide the criteria for change by a government which moves primarily in

response to the impact of a wide variety of self-sceking pressure groups? Jr
 ,

do we seek a more rational comprehension of the whole and the formulation

accordingly of a comprehensive vision within which the role and function of all

of the parts can be staged and planned? The first alternative is apt to result

in pore centralized governmental authority acting in a sporadic and pragmatic

Fachion, dousing ad hoe fires with ndnimum thought of lous range effects upon the

ale. The second altevnative would allow the decentralization of authority



sccording to the task to be performed having in mind the achicvement of a.

sradusl transformation toward a more satisfactory community. The first is the

consequence of adherence to the remnants of traditional ideology; the second

requires new ideology.

Ihe second category of implications flowing from the radical chenpe around

ns I have called humanistic, It has to do with the relationship between tue

individual and the community, with his needs for fulfillment and happiness,

with his motivation znd his well being.

The cnormous body of literature on this subject goes well beyond my

competence. It extends at least from Plato and Aristotle to Jacques llonod

(Lirance and Jecessity) and B.F. Skinner (Beyond Freedom andDignitv)with
countless way stations and bypatns in between. Let we hate only sketch some of

my own observations in Ge genbent of their relevance to business organizations.

individual rights has, gone, It has been replaced by a right to income cor the
TETCyWiieS : Ar eeeeemertnen.aamarenFCcokG2 Bm BE

right to survival. - That this profound ideslogleal changé remains obscure in the

minds of many: is attested to by Richard Nixon's rons to the United States

Chamber of — last spring when ” saldn "If we were to underwrite every-

sody's fncome , we would be undermining everybody's character." (April 26, 1273)

We are in fact in the process of mdentvriodng everybody 's incomes and have bean

for a long time. Whether or not it undermines everybody's character depends

 - " og . cr.

upon our zbility to perceive and foster new definitions of and means toward
 ra .

"everybody's" fulfillment and dignity.

It is not that pri : iL1 &gt; 2 rivate nert er : . 2I ‘not that private property is not_aright (the issue is not Marxist):

" 3 s ; &amp;L vi ¥ .

it is that in today's urbanized, organized, complex environment, property rights
i £Fi ed . ge , v .. . .

are insus ficient to guarantee the veolitical and economic characteristics for whichLo. toes -r / + bus? rr Yn EN . Nie a 1

Fhey were designed by Locke. As Berle snd Means and the Project for Corporateaf o -4

Ragnonsibility have shown the definition of property has become obscure.



Is a large, publicly-held corporation property? 1s a share of it property?

Cextainiy not in ony philosophical sense, regardless of what fictional substructure

the lawyers may have been abie to devise. The property which I do own - my TV

set, my car, my hcuse - brings no spesial rights or guarantees. The individu-

alistic drive for the possession of property and for the full exploitation of

its uses remains a motivating factor for some but it has been mitigated by

auncrous factors: its dwindling significance as a guarantee of political and

cconomic rights, the increasing difficulty of such {individualistic entrepreneurial

pursuit in the face of huge organizations, the increasing conflicts between the

sursult and tie community's social and ecological needs; and the fact that few

men oy women as a practical matter have the opportunity to possess that sort of

property which insures political independence and economic freedom. :
\ A
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Secoricly, along with the traditional idea of property has gone the idea of
} ie AEAAmeBar es

: 2 . : £ ¥ .

individualism associated with it: possessive, acquisitive, aggressive, atomistic
 RAS SREERS DS AAG EAP

Horatio Alger; the idea of the self-reliant loner battling it cut in as onen
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market where the fit survive. We are a community of large crpanizations, in-
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tricately interccnnected, overwhelmingly inter-dependent and it iz not likszly
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to be otherwise.
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Thirdly, the failure to replace the old idea @f individualism with a new,* CHEER PRR RE SR co wites RRA ET ERA KN it ATR INXL ATT LR TN Pr AA I rage a, Se
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more workable one has resulted in malaise and alienation. The worker on the
 nn eo WETICE YE sy SL REL EN MFRSJPL AY A Spi eT ae

Detroit assembly line knows full well that he is not fulfilling the grand idea

of individualism the promises of which he was probably informed early in life,

the same goes for many Harvard College graduates. Too ny voung pecple are

tockiaz for what isn't there and never will be. They "ey search it out in some

remote rural utopia bui this is the route of the escapist in an age in which

ultimately there is ito exit shert of death. There is nc new world, no {rvontier,

anvmora,



Attention to a new concept of the Individual is vital to the design of
il —-

organizations within which a persen can bave a sensc of fulfillment, a sense of

identification and conmitment. For the moment Japan is shead of us here as we

saw; maybe hina is too; maybe other places. This shuvld alerm us competitively

&gt;ut iit should not couse us to rail against their ideology so much as to examine

UT OWhe

The other day I was talking tc three top managers of one of America's

najor corporate instituticns. We were discussing its difficulties, particularly

its increasing problems of absenteeism and lowering productivity. I said that

[ was anus Ed about the institution's survival. One of them said, “Ch, I'm

aot worried about tirat. After all nothing lasts forever. If it fails I am sure

I can get a job elsewhere.” He was speaking with the confidence of an old time

individualist, and I must say quickly reversed himself when he thought about the

inplicaticens of vist Le had said. Tf this corpany failed many cthers would

undoubtedly ge with it; there would be sericus and widespread dislocation. The

soint is however, that such frail commitment ou the part of a vice president,

mirrored in equally frail commitment on the assembly line -~ blus collar blues

and all that - combined with increasing external threats and demands may indeed

be threatening the life of many corporate insitutions.
- s, oT

The way cut requiresaredefinition of the relationship hetween the'individusl
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and society, or more specifically,‘thecorporateinstitution.The first step in
 ER Bp re 7 A Er te 8 ttn vn wat ne TtSe Ra — ) =

tue redefinition is the recognition that tine old idea of individualism ig [or the

most part a useless antique; that for the majority of Americans a sense of
+ Cr UG SIO FranTiga om ee Af” FyIRR555WALShcdABYSDRIarnSlyBRRFRICP500a52aig

fulfillment and heppiness will derive from their place and participation in a
ot Bed Ta eb WARNE Te mh wa eh ln OE mag de TUITE mata OO Sel an A SRTGER ha RY Se ela SUREDT,Trion wa = ceo ee a al REARDAN

purposeful, orgenic, social precess; that this place should use their talents and
xa EVRY RipAE Ce Tp TIS RRS

capabilities te the fullest and that this participation requires thar they hLiave
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maximum involvement in the decizions by which the process is conducted and
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directed,



It follows then that some very traditional conceptions of intemal

institutional organization need.to be re-examined. Foremost among tuese are
Va nS ——— 7 an

the ideas of! authority)and/ contract, whether it be the informal contract that
a em Na SER eee LS

. NRA, fons, pA . nny, - —— v .

ties lower management to upper management or whether it be the formal contract

that connects management to laber. In each case there is the question of the

legitimacy of the authority which derives from the contract, informal or
SE RIETT AASTTWA ret In CAE II WABEETOERLOFUSFrdes Co i

" pm LM ——.

formal. In the old sal before about 1910, managers were for the most partOe Na nei 5 CEE RdUe BG ent a”

owners or near enough to it so that it was clear that their authority derived

from initiative, risk and creativity and from their unquestioned control over
DE th 1 wr BE sg ab rT ade Me]pig on ee + ee NEE RANETeSE on wh Codeine ATR umn th iit wh NER

wz . TT :

the uses to which they put their property. Today “the managewent of large,
BERKELU0,4YauARPSE10GETeSARBE Sagem a5 ’

publicly held corporations cannot rest its authority en such a basis. lianagers

emerge through a varied process which may or may not be fully understood or

accepted by those beneath them. Consensus has gone.

The idea of thie contract grew out of individualism. That is it was a
of RT IRIITLRr#.FRRASHERArve £

sonvenient way to relate two individuals, one of whom wanted to buy some service

ot

snile the other wanted to sell it. Until about thetum of the century

the right of individualistic contract was strongly protected. If a

child wanted to sell his labor to a mill owner, it was considered an infringement

on individualism for thecommunity to interfere. Similarly labor organizations

sere held to be conspivacies to violate individuaiism. But the pressuies of

social justice were such as to cause the community to place constraints on the

free right of contract and so today we have a wide variety of restrictive

social and labor legislation.

The modern collective contract connects two collectives, in beth of which

the place of the individual is increasingly obscure, the large amorphous

‘management’ or ‘the employer" and the equally large and amorphous trade union.

The philogsephic individualism of the contract has thus eroded with the result

that the individual does net feel himself connected to any pergeiveohble srtity,
 ne RO SAE + BE BE RAR IALSEAR SIE RAAT HG noSAT ZT Aa SATAAESASRheTETweTEA od TER RET apg at Spt SB RS

 union, commany, employer or cwner.$ i 9 tv AAD
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It is time to lock afresh at all institutions, particularly corporations,

and to strip away, as an old skim, the dead ideology. We would then sec a

collective DIoCcess in which a variety of inputs enter into an organization of

nen and machines, which turnc out certain outputs which tte community needs.

Some of the community needs will be best determined vy. conpdutiion in the market

place; others as we have shown earlier require careful community judpement since

they relate mere to community needs than to consumer desires. The design of

che producing coilective can then be ‘approached having in mind the needs of the

human beings in it (the neds of the machines being given) « Any organization needs

direction; any direction requires authority; any authority requires lemioinacy

my legitimacy requires a consensus. The authority of the pharaohs in the

»roduction of the pyramids rested on a religious consensus. The authority of
| a artes

Nixon rests on a political consensus. The authority of James Roche rests on a

yassing congensus. |

The develupmnt of a consensus in the modern large corporation requires

that all members of the corporate collective have a sense of belonging te it

and that each can, to the limi¢ of his ability, contribute to the formulation of

fecisions whicl affect the direction and conduct of the eotiocuive. This is what
the dog food factory in Topeka was after. The techniques to achieve this sense

of coherence are too complex and numerous to discuss here. I am reminded,

acsever, of a friend of mine, a Marine battalion commander who in leading his

trcops near the DMZ felt it necessary to sleep on the ground in the open rather

than on. a cot in a tent in order to develop the necessary consensus Lo keep his

patallion za useful, motivated whole. In China there is not only workers

participatien | in management; there is also management participation in werk.

vhat is toe factory manapcr must from time to time sweep the fleor ro maintain

Phic comprenensive identity necessary for a sense of individual fulfillment for

all. “his may sound like an irrational division of iaber. Perhaps it is



unscientific. Dut one of the truths about the trans formation in which we find

surselves is tiiat itis unscientific in the traditional sense of the word science.

It is an assertion that specialization, concentration on the parts, is not the

vay to a useful whole.

The costs of neglect are real. It is all too likely that worker malaise

and discontent will bring increased pressure for wage increases which companies

may well grant, hoping that money will buy satisfaction and thus productivity

vien in fact it won't.

The techniques by which we undo the concept of contract and the management

and union institutions which rest on it and substitute new methods of consensual

organization are at the moment | beyond my powers to des cribe. I.think, however,

that it will happen “and that with it will come increased commitment by the
. . : tires

individual to the institution for which he works, of which he is a part. Une

word of caution: some manzgerial eyes light ‘up at the prospect cf a return to old

time paternalism which superficially resenbies perhaps the organization which 1

have been ——— | Paternalism won't work because there is no father and

there are no children. There are only a collection of human beings with different

capabilities who are needed to perform different functions. ‘Hew they are organized

is something upon which they must generally agree. Perhaps the workers should

select the manager in some — . Perhaps a preccess of gonsensus-raidon is

the way as in Japan where as you remember decisions are shunted up and down

Lhe line for widespread consideration vefors they are taken. Perhaps the

~ollective team approach as in Topeka is the best. I don 't know; it will vary.

Whatever the techniques this transition will place a serious burden on

existing management which in many instances may be deciding whether or not to

relinquish their own jobs and authority {n the name of a more efficient and

i ) ase ful collective.
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i have been speaking about the reorganization of the internal structures of

corporate institutions according to a different interpretation of the needs of

the individual. There remain questions of how the productive collective is to

pe related to others like it, to the community it affects and to the state.

flere my colleague Paul Lawrence has made some thoughtful suggestions for

consiceration and further study. Ideolog ically they reflect the passing utility

of the old idea of competition.

~ A new form of federal charter, perhaps something like that of COMSAT,

which would allow the creation of business~government complexes, free from con-

ventional anti-trust regulation, to provide for extensive planning and shared

activity to meet community needs. Perhaps the development of nuclear fuels for

commercial use could be handled by rs an entity.

- A new set of rules under which industrial Groups — paper, metal casting,

or citemicals, for example - could be released from the threat of anti-trust

charges when they collaborate for the development of environmental controls or

for the pending of other externalities.

- "More clear-cut structural separation between the government's role as

regulator in tile pubiic interest and its role as a purchasing agent of collect-

ively consumed goods and servines,” Lockheed, I suppose, is the best example

here or Boeing and the SST; that is situaticns in which government procurement

or underwriting is mixed with a desire for certain community effects such as

employment.

The third category of implications flowing from the change around us

has to do with the role of the nation state. In our classes together and herein

[ have talked a good deal about the likely increase in the planning and priority

cetting function of government.



While this need is real, at the same time we can envisage the passage of

tiie nation-state in the face of increasing pressures for world order.

These pressures. are many: the ecological reality - we are all encased in

the same biosphere which knows no national boundaries - the onvETInLe of

fldeologies toward some distant omega following the thought of Teilhard de

Chardin, tie decline of formal systems of religion and behavior. Jacques Monod,

the French micro-biologist, has said "Man knows at last that he is alone in the

indifferent immensity of the universe, whence he has emerged by chance. His

duty, like his fate, is written nowhere." (interview in the New York Times,

March 15, 1971) |
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On the other hand the pressures against world synthesis remain strong also:

Soviet missiles versus U.S. missiles, the nationalism of the pre-nation states of

Latin America, Africa and Asia, the divisions penser THBan world and the

poor, and continuing ideological differences. It would be my guess, however,

that we will move toward what William Thompson (At the Edge cof Historw) has

called "a new planetary consciousness' much faster than many suspect. Certainly

such a consciousncss is one of the most pervasive characteristics of young

people today.

1 would also predict that it will be business, not government , which will

ve the principle agent of this planetary consciousness. In fact governments will

be the last to come along, because shale political and bureaucratic interests

sre alosely tied to the preservation cf national structures and the perpetuation

of archaic notions of sovereignty. :

Already we have seen the impressive rise of the multinational corporations,

which do | business in many countries. at many different stages of development, and

are managed and financed by men and HeTey from many different countries. While

nany multinational enterprises are thought of as U.S. companies, Raymond Vernon

has pointed out that thelr identity is likely to become more and more ambiguous.



And many of these companies try hard to escape national identity for one reason

or ancther. They are a reflection of the internationalization of production,

of the need to employ world resources to meet world needs. They treat the world

as a basic economic unit. So it is that Americans and Frenchmen are combining

to capture natural gas being flared in Algeria in order to sell it to many

markets of the world. The profound ideological differences between Algeria and

tne Lnited States are but a slight obstacle to this combination.

So if we Lave gone this far, wiiy not go further? Let us contemplate a

truly world corporation, chartered not by one country but by the world, ‘a

suprantational chartering agency established by agrecment among nations. Ceorge

Ball and Rey Ash, among others have proposed such a plan. (See Ash, Columbia

Journal of orld Business, March-April 1970). The whole world will be its
: Cee

production place as well as its market. It will be perceived, says Ash, "first

in its transcendental unity, and only secondarily in its national diversity.'

Taxed by a world chartering agency, it would make a return on capital invested

from different countries in various forms as appropriate. The tax revenue Zrom

igh corporations would be used by the world for world purposes.

How do we do it? With a grant from international corporations and/or

foundations we mignt identify an outstanding manager from say China, France, the

USSE, Japan, Colombia, Tanzania and the United States. To start with, we “could

get tliem togetiier and ask them to do several things : select a product, identify

production sites, plan the production process, identi fy possible sources of capital

and potential markets, and finally define the characteristics of a world agency

which siiould be established to charter their corporation, the regulatory and

taxing authority, hich the agency would need, reporting procedures etc. The

next step'would be to establish simultaneously the chartering agency and the world

corporation.

Imagine the flow of cxperieuce and knowledge from such an experiment!
~ eid
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Imagine the possible consequences. Energy, for example. Will there not surcly

se an energy crisis in the industrial world? Will there not be increasing

demands for scarce energy from the less developed world? How is the conflict to

be decided? Would it not be at least possible to coaceive of the internationaliz-

ation of encrgy? Could tiere be a better way to insure world order, to control

armaments, to guarantee —— An offender could just be unplugged. Utopian?

Undoubtedly. Foolish? I don't think so.

J1

Let me close by reminding you of the distinction between values and ideology

Jiiich we discussed in our third class together. There are values which are of

over-riding importance and which indeed lave a certain timeless universality about

them. they are in themselves non-controversial. They are survival, love, creativity
: Ce

dignity, frcedom, justice and so on. At different points in time, in different

communities they are carried to the real world over different bridges, different

wt Jouaplil ald ‘and religious systems, different ideologies. For quite a long

period of time the ideological bridge which we have used to carry cur values

into reality has boon eroding. It is collapsing and being rebuilt at the sare

time. After all, it is tne values which are LTpOLEEnE it 1s not the bridge.

fhe trial of our times is to make this distinction clearly, to focus on the values

wiiicii we cherish: and to construct an appropriate collection of ideas and

institutions to give them meaning. Undue loyalty to the cradlitonsl forms of

the latter can kill the former. |

In a time of such confusion and cliange there comes a real problem of hope.

[his is perhaps tne most pervasive problem for young pcople today, and perhaps

for some of us oldsters as well. Are we not the slaves of unmovable institutional

forces who seem to have a life of their own which like Hal in Two Thousand and One

is’ beyond human control? If so, there is no meaning in life beyond the immediate

axperience. In a society so dominated there can be no change, no hone.



Lrich Fromm speaks of another variety of hope which he calls ''passive

hope," the endlessly waiting Kafkaesque figures who sit at the door of the

impenetrable bureaucracies trusting pathetically that the door will be opened

and right done, only to die unfulfilled. "They hope," says Fromm, "but it is

not given to them to act upon their heart's impulse, and as long as the burcaucrats

do not give them tie green light they wait and wait. " (The RevolutionofHope,

Harper and Row, 1968, p.7) (The Spanish word esperar means both waiting and

hoping; it clearly refers to this passive hope.)

There is anotuner category of hope with which I hope we can leave this

room. It mcans “to be ready at every moment for that which is not yet born, and

yet not become desperate if there is no birth in our lifetime. There is no

sense in uoping fer that which already exists or for that which cannot be. Those

wiiose hope is strong see and cherish all signs of nay tile and are ready at

every moment to uelp the birth of that which is ready to be born." (p.9)
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